CHÂTEAU DES ANTONINS
APPELLATION BORDEAUX SUPERIOR AOC
2016 VINTAGE

History:
This wine owes its name to the Antonin’s hospitaller monks who occupied this old
abbey for five centuries. Since 2016, Antoine de Roquefeuil is in charge of the estate’s
wine production, following his father, Geoffroy de Roquefeuil.
Wine:
Terroir: Silico-gravelly rump, located on the left bank of the Garonne,
south of the Graves
Grape varieties: 50% merlot - 50% cabernet-sauvignon
Vineyard management: Reasoned agriculture
Vinification: Thermo-regulated - alcoholic fermentation controlled at 27-30°C.
Remontages -pumping over and delestage-. 3 to 4 weeks of fermentation.
Aging: In stainless steel tanks
Bottled: April 8, 2019
Production: 90,000 bottles Alcohol by volume: 13%
Tasting:
Comment: Dressed in a deep ruby color, the wine develops a beautiful complexity on
the nose revealing aromas of black cherry and blackcurrant with a toasted background
with accents of blond tobacco. Supple on the attack, full of charm, the mouth is
carried by present but melted tannins.
Temperature: 17/18 degrees
Keeping: 4 to 8 years
Revue de Presse et récompenses :
Wine Enthusiast: December 2018: Roger Voss - 88/100
Wood aging still shows in this wine, balanced by the red fruits and firm tannins.
The acidity and potential richness mean it will be an attractive wine from 2021.
Decanter: June 2018 - 87/100
A supple palate, exuding dark cherry and even hints of tobacco, lending a certain light
freshness to the medium bodied wine that should go very well with grilled meats. Alc 13%
Guide Hubert 2016: 4/5
Expressive, spicy and floral nose. Round and full to the mouth, with a beautiful
texture. Bold and fresh tannins, aromas of red fruit that last a long time and lots of
drinkability. Pleasant, elegant.
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